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PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT’S

Reports

As of this writing the By-Laws voting is going on. We,
the EC, decided to do something new and try voting
via email. These days pretty much everyone has an
email address of some kind. The website that was
used has a yearly fee but it was much cheaper than
sending out the ballots via snail mail. Plus, we get
to use the service for an entire year driving the costs
down per questionnaire even further. This, coupled
with the reviews we got plus the large turnout, means
it was quite a success. So you will be seeing more
questionnaires done in this manor in the future.
Another thing that we have been asked a fair
amount about over the past year is the Hall of Fame
nominations. It has been both Dave Trible’s and my
intention to get that back up and running. Wynn Paul
who was the chair of the committee plus the other
two committee members have all resigned from the
committee itself. So, that left me with the task to try
and figure out who to ask. Wynn was kind enough to
send me a very large packet about the procedures and
many other things related to this. In it, it was stated
that the chair and members must be a HOF member.
So, this narrows down things quite a bit. It does
not say, but it would be helpful if they person was
still living. Yeah, I know, I am Captain Obvious here.

Another thing that we have been
asked a fair amount about over the
past year is the Hall of Fame nominations. It has been both Dave Trible’s
and my intention to get that back up
and running.
4

Also, of help would be able to do so. There are some
members who might be willing, but physical limitations
prevent that. So, with my short list getting even
shorter I set out to try and find some candidates. It
took me four tries, but I did finally find a person who
fits the qualifications and would be willing to do so. His
name is Keith Trostle. Keith was very humbled to take
over from the great job Wynn has done for so long.
Upon agreeing to this Keith is also very eager to get
started. I have sent Keith the packet that Wynn sent
me so he can get up to speed with all the procedures
and the like. So, expect to be hearing more from the
HOF committee in the very near future. Everyone that
I have talked with is excited to get this started again
after a bit of a hiccup.
Another thing that I have gotten asked about from
time to time is what is the role of a Special Interest
Group (SIG) when it comes to the NATS. Here is what I
got from the AMA.
4.   SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
(or other organization responsible for events at the
NATS)
The Nationals are an AMA event (AAAAA Contest) that
is run under the direction of the AMA Executive Council.
In order to expedite this contest the recognized Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) are invited by the Nats Manager
to assist with the running of the events per AMA
guidelines. If there is a Special Interest Group that is not
interested in participating under the AMA guidelines
another organization or person is sought by the Nats
Manager to do so.
The Special Interest Groups have a point of contact
that serves on the NATS Management Committee.
This person must work closely with the NATS Site
Coordinator at AMA Headquarters and appropriate
Manager/Director. All information is required to flow
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Continued on next page

Continued from page 4
through AMA Headquarters to provide the contestants
with a single point of contact. The following are SIG group
responsibilities:
1. Coordinate, and provide manpower to staff 			
events
2. Input and approval of entry forms/scoring forms
3. Negotiate entry fees
4. Run events
5. Coordinate banquets, meetings, etc. with NATS 		
		 Site Coordinator
6. Run unofficial events
7. 	 Provide workers with any compensation
8. Provide a member to sit on the NATS 			
		 Management Committee, and act as a single 		
		 point of contact for all NATS matters

2019 | Issue 1
Stunt News is a publication of the Precision
Aerobatics Model Pilots Association
(PAMPA), a Special Interest Group (SIG) of
the Academy of Model Aeronautics. The
magazine is published bi-monthly.
We are an organization of approximately
800 members in 35 countries, whose
common interest is model airplanes,
specifically the kind that fly tethered on
control lines, and perform STUNTS.
CONTACT:
James Zolbe
4801 Bradock Court Lincoln, NE 68516-4264
Phone: (402) 488-1778
Email: pampamembership@gmail.com
COVER PHOTO:
Mr. Jang flying in Korea.
No part of this publication maybe reproduced
or transmitted without prior written consent
from the publisher. ©2019 All rights reserved.
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TRUSTEES LISTINGS

and Contacts

Voting EC members

District 10

President

Jim Hoffman
windswept4@cox.net

Matthew Neumann
mrstuka@rocketship.com

District 11

Vice President

Randy Powell
randympowell@yahoo.com

Dave Trible
vegasdave4@gmail.com

Secretary/Treasurer

District 1

Jim Zolbe
pampasecretary@gmail.com

Rick Huff
rgh.skh@gmail.com

Non-Voting EC members

District 2

Joseph Daly
stunt38060@gmail.com

Membership Secretary

Steven Smith
pampamembership@gmail.com

District 3

Bob Hudak
hawkwind5usa@netscape.net

Newsletter Editor
Chris Rud
me@chrisrud.com

District 4

Scott Richlen
scttva@gmail.com

Other Positions

PAMPA Products:
Jim Zolbe
pampasecretary@gmail.com

District 5

T Michael Jennings
siuengr@fuzzface.com

Advertising

District 6

Dane Martin
treasurerdane1@gmail.com

Larry Fruits
lfruits574@gmail.com

Webmaster

District 7

Chris Rud
me@chrisrud.com

Vince Bodde
boddeoutfitters@gmail.com

Assistant Webmaster

District 8

Mike Ferguson
mike.ferguson1@gmail.com

Matt Colan
flycl@yahoo.com

Historian

District 9

David Shorts
m25productions@yahoo.com

Jim Lee
jlee9@cox.net
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Ball Links
You either love them or hate them. It is easy to be both.
I started using the Rocket City ball links years ago, and
when they first came out they were great. I still have old
planes with them still in and still working perfectly. They
are great, especially in conjunction with a slider unit in the
elevator horn. They allow almost infinite adjustability and
keep the slop in the control system away. They also have a
great grip on the 4-40 rod that it is attached to, and this is
a great benefit to me as when adjusting them, they won’t
slip and move more or less that wanted. How did we live
without them before?
At first they were loose, and stayed loose. The newer ball
links degraded for some reason. Maybe they stopped
using virgin plastic and used re-cycled plastic, but for
whatever reason, they now have a tendency to get tight.
I have a plane currently that has been loose for five years,
but now is tight. Unfortunately these links are buried in
the fuselage, and only by cutting on the finished plane can
I replace them. I still haven’t gone back in to fix it. I have
bought MANY ball links from reputable stunt suppliers
that claim they are the good ones, but a year later they are
tight.
So, this year for my new plane I have eliminated the
problem except for the ball link in the elevator. Before I
started the project, I wanted to be sure I had a “good” one
for the tail. I did, and I put it aside for when the plane was

You either love them or hate them.
It is easy to be both. I started using
the Rocket City ball links years ago,
and when they first came out they
were great.

finished. When I went to install that ball link, sure enough
it was tight. Now, what was I to do?
I was watching a car show that was discussing what
to do with a cracked block in one of the cylinders, and
they threw out sleeving the cylinder. It was a “well, duh”
moment. What needed to happen was to push the ball
out, and sleeve the clevis! Yes, this removes a degree of
freedom from the link, but on the elevator pushrod that
rotation freedom is not necessary!
The process started by pushing out the ball, and
measuring the hole that remains. Brass tubing was used
for the sleeves, and the closest size had a 0.216” OD. It
was slightly smaller than the hole, but this allows the JB
Weld used to hold the sleeve in place get a better purchase
on the clevis as the concave shape in the race is still there.
I then had to find how many sleeves were necessary to
complete the installation. Since there is a 4-40 bolt going
through the ball attaching to the metal slider, that bolt
needed to stay.
They could not just be stacked up and glued to the clevis,
as the bolt would not allow the “ball link” to rotate.
Therefore, the last sleeve was glued to the bolt and the
rotation was then between the 2nd and 3rd sleeves. The
first sleeve had an OD of 0.216”, and the second sleeve
had an OD of 0.185”. These two were glued into the clevis
with JB weld.
Once cured, one side was faced off close to flush with the
clevis, and the opposite side stood proud and was then
filleted with more JB Weld. The pictures of the clevis show
this, and if the picture is clear enough two sleeves can be
seen on the faced side that is flush. The picture of the bold
assemble is fairly straight forward. The washer is there
to prevent the clevis from falling of just in case the glue
fails. The assembly picture shows that a second washer
is added between the link and the horn/slider. In this
configuration, it is just a spacer.
There is a small clearance between each sleeve, and this
provides a small misalignment tolerance, plus plenty of
Continued on next page
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Continued from page 8
freedom in rotation, which is what this was all about
from the beginning.

If you have a plane that has ball links that have tightened
up, and have no good ball links to replace them with, now
you have a solution.

So, this was my solution to the tight ball link issue. I now
have dozens of “bad” ball links that can be modified to
be perfectly acceptable. For what it’s worth, a standard
ball link weighs 2.1 grams. The modified link weight 1.6
grams! It is lighter to boot!
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Circulas 46

© 2017, Dennis S. Nunes, all rights reserved
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Circulas 46
Construction Document by Dennis Nunes
Specifications:
Name of Airplane:

Circulas 46 (Conjugated Spanish word for “circular”)

Designer:
Wingspan:

Dennis S. Nunes
56.25”

Wing Area:

605 sq. in.

Fuselage Length:

41”

Weight:

Finished 56 oz.

Diameter of Lines:
Engine:

65 feet (eye-to-eye)
O.S. 46LA (stock) with an APC 12.25 x 3.75 prop

Muffler:

O.S. E3030 (stock)

Fuel Brand & Nitro %:

Powermaster GMA 10/22
10% nitro with 22% oil (50% castor & 50% synthetic)
O.S. A3 (stock)

Glow Plug:

Design Criteria:
1.

I needed a plane for Profile Stunt that would be competitive, yet simple to build. This plane would
also serve as a practice/backup plane for PAMPA Precision Acrobatics.

2.

The wing uses a 22% thick airfoil with a very blunt leading edge radius. The wing area would be
around 600 square inches.

3.

Rib spacing to be around 3” and use 3/32” balsa for wing sheeting and cap strips. Cap strips are 3/8”
wide.

4.

The wing would be asymmetrical with the outboard wing panel being 3/4” shorter.

5.

To construct the wing would use of a Wing Jig with 3/8” diameter stainless steel tubing and Masonite
or plywood supports.

6.

Though this plane is not a “take-apart” model, all controls surfaces and most parts are to be
removable. I incorporated removable flaps and elevators using a continuous piano wire hinge. A
removable tailwheel along with an adjustable fuselage mounted carbon fiber landing gear will be
used.

7.
8.

The engine would be a stock OS 46LA with stock muffler.
I wanted to use a “built-up” laminated profile fuselage. This would be constructed using two 1/4"
laminated balsa cores with 1/8” balsa truss type supports and 1/16” plywood doublers. Use diagonal
cross grain 1/16” balsa siding on outside from edge of plywood doubler to end of fuselage. Also a
3/4” thick balsa cheek cowl or tripler made of three layer of 1/4” balsa would be used.
The Stabilizer would incorporate a “sharp” leading edge airfoil shape rather than a flat stabilizer with
a “rounded” leading edge.
To keep the wing simple I would use 1/2" thick balsa wingtips.

9.
10.
11.

Medium weight Silkspan, the stuff doctors put on the patient tables, would be used to cover the wing,
stabilizer and elevators.

Circulas 46 – Construction Documentation by Dennis Nunes
Revised 6/18/2017

Page 1
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Construction of a Circulas 46 (photos left to right) Setting up the Wing Jig Assembly with 3/8” diameter stainless steel
tubing. Supports are 1/8” Masonite “tees” glued together and screwed down to the workbench; The Wing Jig Spacers
are made from 1/8” plywood. Small spring clamps are used to secure to the Wing Jig Spacers to the Masonite supports
during construction. The use of spring clamps allow the wing to be removed from the Masonite supports and flip the
wing over to work on the underside; The middle Wing Jig Spacer is slotted to fit over stainless steel tubes for easy
removal; Tip and Root Rib Templates made from 1/16” aluminum; Cut (10) 1/16” x 2” x 8 1/4” long balsa blanks and
sandwich between aluminum templates. Bolt together and carve/sand to shape. Before removing templates, cut out for
1/4” square spar on top and bottom. Using the Tip Rib Template and punch (2) 3/8” holes for alignment jig tubing in each
rib. A piece of 3/8” brass tubing that is “reamed” on the inside with an X-acto knife was used to make the punch. Make
two sets of ribs, one set for the inboard wing panel and one set for the outboard wing panel. The ribs will be “lightened”
with a Dremel rotary with sanding drum once the wing sheeted and removed from the wing jig.
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Construction of a Circulas 46 (photos left to right) Assembling of the trailing edge cap with hinge slots. Laminating (2)
3/8” x 1/2” with 1/32” x 1/2” balsa filler in between. OPTIONAL – Laminate (2) 3/8” x 3/8” x 31” long balsa sticks.
Eliminating the hinge slots. Hinge slots would be cut “after” the trailing edge cap is attached and sanded to shape;
Typical slot in the trailing edge cap for nylon hinge; Ribs, leading edge and spars added. OPTIONAL – Laminate (2)
3/8” x 1/2” x 31” long balsa sticks. No longer a single strip of balsa; Slide all the ribs on to the wing jig tubing. Attach
leading edge, trailing edge and spars. Carve leading edge to shape. Note that the wing sheeting will lap over the
leading edge. Install the 1/8” plywood upper and lower bellcrank spar; Adding leading edge sheeting; Suspended
bellcrank installation; Installation of 3/32 wing sheeting. Once the wing sheeting is installed and the wing jig tubing is
removed all ribs were “lightened” with a Dremel tool with a sanding drum.
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Construction of a Circulas 46 (photos left to
right) Adjustable leadout guide assembly and
simple 1/2” thick wing tip; Inboard wingtip
with adjustable leadout guide opening;
Outboard wingtip with adjustable wingtip
weight box assembly; Completed wing with
the rough cut 1/4” balsa flaps along with
3/8” balsa stabilizer and rough cut 1/4” balsa
elevators.
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Construction of a Circulas 46 (photos left to right) Finished
stabilizer with elevators ready for sanding airfoil shape;
Laminate (2) 1/4” x 4” balsa sheets together with epoxy.
Because of having only 36” long sheets splice 5” section
of same material. Cutout for 3/8” x 1/2” maple motor
mounts. Note layout lines for at bottom of fuselage.
Install 3/8” x 1/2” maple motor mount for landing gear
bolts; Layout lines for fuselage cutout; Laminating
1/16” plywood doublers. 1/8” x 1/2” balsa stiffeners and
bracing in fuselage cutout; 1/8” x 1/2” balsa stiffeners
and bracing in fuselage cutout with 1/16” balsa sheeting
installed on inboard side. 1/16” balsa sheeting installed
with the grain at a 45 degree angle.
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Construction of a Circulas 46 (photos left to right) Close up of framing around stabilizer and the removable
tailwheel assembly; Finished profile fuselage with 1/4” balsa rudder and aluminum landing gear.
NOTE: The aluminum landing gear was later replaced with a ‘Hobby King’ 40-60 class carbon fiber landing
gear for profile; Laminated cheek cowl notched out for adjustable aluminum land gear. The aluminum
landing gear was later changed to a “Hobby King” carbon fiber profile landing gear. After the wing was
installed, the entire nose and wing joint was covered in 1/2 oz. fiberglass cloth and epoxy; Assembled
plane ready for finishing.
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Construction of a Circulas 46 (photos left to right) All surfaces covered, sealed with butyrate dope, sprayed with Napa
DC-540 gray primer and ready for a lot of sanding; After sanding off all the gray primer, apply white base coat; All
parts are now painted with white base coat; Trim colors (Madrid Red and Black) added to white base coat.
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Construction of a Circulas 46 (photos left to right) Close-up of cheek cowl and painted canopy; Placing the plane name
and AMA number on wing; All prepped and ready for the clear coat. Once the clear coat is done, wrap the leadouts
and take it for a spin. After a month or so, to allow the butyrate dope to “gas off”, final sanding and buffing is
done; Circulas 46 – ready for trimming and fun!
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Details
By Matt Neumann

It has been awhile since I have written a Details column.
For the most part I ran out of things to show. I had told
you basically what I do and why. Well, with the new planes
I have decided to do a couple of things a little differently.
So I will write about those as I come to them.
The first thing that I have done differently over the Stukas
is a wing-mounted gear. The Stukas all had fuselagemounted gear so I wrote on how I did those so you don’t
tear out the gear mount upon a rough landing. The new
Enterprise models have wing-mounted gear. So, it is time
to show how I did those so you don’t rip the mounts out of
your wing.
Now for my standard disclaimer; I have always said and
still say the way that I do these things is only “A” way. By
no means am I saying it is “THE” way to do things. You
are certainly free to modify what you see here to suit your
particular plane or tastes.
This first part I think I have seen Bob Hunt do so I am
giving him credit on this part. I will just refresh every ones
minds as to what he does.
Most of the time we think of landing gear blocks being
made up of a hardwood of some kind. Maple for example
is a common wood used. However these maple blocks
can be a bit heavy. What I have done is made a laminate
or composite as it were of the main block itself made of
different plywood thickness and balsa. Each individual
block is made up of 1 piece of 1/16” plywood, two pieces
of balsa the thickness of your landing gear wire and two
pieces of 1/64” plywood.
The first thing to do is cut the 1/16” plywood to the size
of your landing gear block. Each plane will need to be
sized a little differently. Make sure you cut the plywood
long enough to span at least two ribs plus 1/4” extra on
each side. The next thing to do is cut two pieces of balsa
wood, in my case 1/8” thick because that is the thickness
of my wire, so that the end grain will be up against the
wire. In other words, you are cutting the ends off a sheet
of wood. Make the pieces of balsa about half as wide as
the plywood.

Now, take the balsa and glue one piece offset about half
the diameter of your landing gear wire. Glue this down
with thin CA. Now, lay your landing gear wire next to this
piece and then glue the other side next to the wire. This
ensures a perfect spacing for the slot for your landing gear
wire.
It is now time to put the 1/64” plywood on top of the balsa
wood. This plywood is necessary to keep the balsa from
mushrooming. Put the plywood on so that it comes to the
edge of the slot but does not cover the slot. Now that you
have the 1/64” plywood glued on you can flip the piece
over. Notice you probably have some balsa hanging over
the edge of 1/16” plywood. Trim this off to match the
outside edge of your 1/16” plywood.
It is time to soak the balsa end grain in the slot with thin
CA. This will toughen up the balsa even more. End grain
does not crush nearly as bad as going with the grain.
Now, drill a hole about 1/4” from the end in the slot so
that the portion of the wire that goes into the wing can
fit. Also, drill any mounting holes for either a hatch cover
or straps and attach T nuts. If you are making a cover you
will want to make it now because it is easier to get the
correct size and hole spacing now than it is later on when
things are mounted in the wing.
Once this is done it is now time to do something that I
personally have not seen anyone else do. Most of the time
we just put a short piece of hardwood on top of the block
and drill a hole through it and call it good. Many times
these are short and over time the wire can wiggle around
in the hole causing the landing gear to wobble. Not good.
It gets hard to have good clean landings with sloppy gear.
What I do at this point is add some balsa doublers on the
ribs that mount the blocks. I make them thick enough to
house a brass tube that would slide over my wire. In the
case of my 1/8” wire my tube would be 1/8” ID with an OD
of 5/32”. So I would build up my rib to be 5/32” thick. A
section of rib is then cut out vertically that is 5/32” wide.
The rub is then put back together on a piece of plywood
that is cut to the shape of the rub. Make the rib plywood
Continued on page 21
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Photos (left to right):
All parts ready to assemble on the wing. The half ribs support the block on the other end. No tube is necessary in
these; A different angle of the assembly; yet another angle of the assembly; both pieces are now complete. The rod
is used as a spacer when putting on the other side of the balsa. This ensures a good fit; both rods are ready to accept
gold tubes. The blocks have blind nuts in them and hatches (top) have mounting holes drilled; other side of the
assembly; slightly different angle of assembly.
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Continued from page 19
and balsa doublers go from just behind the spar to the
very front of the wing. Basically, that half rib is a really
thick rib compared to the normal 1/16” thick ribs. A
piece of 1/8” ID brass tube is then cut the length of the
slot and glued into the slot that was made earlier. A
good glue to use for this is JB weld. Another piece of
1/32” plywood is then put on the balsa rib sandwiching
the brass tube between the plywood. You then have
end grain balsa also holding the tube in place. You can
now hollow out the rib on both sides of the tube. You
can actually hollow out quite a bit in the center as long
as you leave around 1/2” thick portions top and bottom.
Just make sure you leave the entire tube in place.
You can now glue the blocks that you made earlier
making sure the hole you drilled in the slot in the
block aligns with the hole in the tube in the wing. The
other rib that the block attaches should have plywood
doublers on it as well. I thickened it up as well on these
models before adding the plywood on each side, but
looking back I probably don’t need to worry about
thickening up the other rib. Just put the thin plywood
doublers on each side.

those corners for a little added strength.
Now, finish the wing like any other wing with landing
gear mounts in the wing. For the wire gear itself make
sure to bend the portion that goes into the wing is long
enough to come just short of the top of the wing. Short
legs into the wing is likely to still cause slop later on.
One thing you must also be aware of when designing
your plane is that you have to make sure the uprights
inside the wing do not interfere with the leadouts. I put
mine in front of the foreword leadout. If you put the
upright more toward the center make sure your leadout
does not rub up against the upright. This will cause
some strange things to happen when you get close to
full deflections of the controls.
Doing things this way has proven very rugged. I can
actually take the gear and bend it in the wing without
fear of tearing out the mount. I also fly over a rough
grass field and have had no ill effects. So it is a proven
method.
So with that I will say: Remember, it is in the details.

You will notice a little overhang past each of the ribs.
If you wish, you can then put some balsa gussets in

Photos (left to right):
The middle pieces are 1/16” plywood. The pieces above and below are eighth end grain balsa with sixty-fourth
top and bottom plywood; the top block has the eighth end grain balsa and plywood attached to one side only.
Bottom has the landing gear rod in place and the other side up against the rod; these are the two ribs that will
house the brass tube. The lower rib aleady has the slock cut out and a piece of plywood mounted to the other
side; this is partial assembly to show how everything fits together.
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DISTRICT
Reports
District 1
Rick Huff
Steve Yampolsky sent me a great report about his
method for building fiberglass fuel tanks and I’d like to
share it with you. I’ve had to shorten it significantly for
the Stunt News, but I hope it still conveys the essence
of Steve’s article.
The idea for trying a composite fuel tank came to me
in mid 2000’s when I tried unsuccessfully to repair a
leak in a metal fuel tank and relocate overflow tube
from the bottom to the top of the fuel tank to make
it easier to fuel on a profile model. The repair was
successful and everything worked, but I walked away
with burned fingers and the smell of burnt chicken.
It was then that I swore I would never solder again! I
decided to look at using fiberglass as a tank material.
I chose fiberglass because it’s readily available and it’s
also inexpensive. The problem was getting hands on
high temp resins. This type of resin is not commonly
available and is about 5 times more expensive than
regular (room temperature cure) resin. So I decided
to conduct several experiments to see if regular resin
could handle the engine compartment temperature
and also to see if it was fuel proof. I chose to use West
System 105/205 epoxy for the experiments.
For the first experiment, I decided to make a sealed
box out of very soft balsa with only the interior walls
brushed with regular resin. Before gluing the lid, I
bought some RC car fuel that had 30% nitro and filled
the box 3/4 full. The idea was to keep the box filled
with fuel and see if it would eat through the resin
during the typical lifespan of a fuel tank. I decided to
go with 2000 flights as my ultimate limit. A typical
flight is 6-7 minutes plus 3-4 minutes when the plane is
fueled before the flight. We were looking at roughly
2 weeks.
Life got in the way and the box full of fuel sat on the
shelf for 3 months. Afterwards, I carefully opened the
box and drained the fuel into a glass container to see
the clarity of fuel. The thought was that if fuel ate
away at the resin, the fuel would get murky. Well, the
fuel from the box looked identical to the fuel from the

fuel jar! Resin stood up to the fuel! Just to be on the
safe side, I cut the box apart to see if any fuel seeped
into balsa somewhere and would glad to see that there
was NO fuel leak. The experiment was a success. It
was time to expose the fuel tank to temperatures of a
typical engine compartment: but how do I make the
tank!? I was looking for a simple and inexpensive way
to make the fuel tanks. The first method I tried was to
use pink insulation foam. I made a shape out of it
and wrapped it on all but one side with resin-soaked
fiberglass. After the resin cured, I used acetone to melt
the foam. Unfortunately, this process turned out to
be was VERY smelly and messy.
The foam would turn into some kind of goo and stick
to everything! After an hour of trying to get the last
bits of foam out of the inside the tank, finally had a
shape. I closed the open with resin soaked fiberglass,
let it cure and then installed the tubing. The whole
contraption looked ugly and there were air bubbles in
the fabric but I didn’t care about the ugly part: it would
live inside a fuselage and no one would ever see it.
It did take me a while to get rid of those air bubbles
and ensure the tank did not leak. The whole thing
looked ugly and it took a long time to get it ready, but
the first tank was ready! I was very nervous before
the first flight with the new tank, but it turned out
very uneventful.  The tank worked like any other fuel
tank. It did not disintegrate, leak or misbehave in any
way. It worked as expected. After about 25-30 flights I
removed the tank and tested it for leaks.
There were none. Just to make sure everything was
ok, I cut the tank open and verified that resin did
not become brittle or cracked from the heat as I was
expecting. I suspect the fuel itself acts as a coolant
and keeps fuel tanks from overheating. I was almost
completely satisfied. The new tank achieved the goals
I set for myself; it worked as a regular fuel tank, it was
inexpensive to make, it did not require soldering and
it stood up to fuel and heat of a typical full-fuse stunt
model.
Continued on next page
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Continued from page 23
While most of the goals were achieved, there were
still a few nagging problems. First, it took a long time
to make the tank. Second, the foam melting process
was messy and smelly. On top of that, the process
was not repeatable. I could not make the same shape
tanks over and over since the process destroyed the
mold (foam shape). There had to be a better way! So,
I went searching and eventually found a shop based in
New Hampshire called Soller Composites who stocked
various size sleeves made of fiberglass, carbon fiber
and Kevlar.
They also had great video explaining how one can
make great looking sleeves by using shrink tubing. All
one had to do is make a shape, apply some parting
liquid so that the resin would not stick to the shape,
slide the resin wetted sleeve over the mold and
then slip the heat shrink tubing over that. A couple
of minutes with a heat gun and 5-6 hours to cure and
you could have a perfect shape. I had to try it, but I had
to do it the Yankee way!
I used a foot of a 2x4 left from construction and cut it
the shape of a fuel tank on a circular saw. I also did not
want to spend any time and money on some parting
wax liquid and instead used an old plastic Ziploc bag
to wrap around the shape and hold it in place with
some tape. After the part would cure, I would slip the
form out and plastic would just unwrap with it. Simple
and inexpensive solution that works! There were two

other challenges to solve. Closing of tank openings
was a messy process and I wanted to use something
cleaner. What I came up with was a scrap piece of
1/8” balsa laminated with 1/2oz fiberglass cloth on
both sides and shaped to fit into the opening.
Unfortunately, a wall that thin did not have enough
gluing surface to keep the tubing solidly in place so
for the front wall of the tank, I use 1/4” thick piece of
balsa and that seems to do the trick. The tubing is held
solidly in place!
As an added side effect, fiberglass tanks typically
come out about 10-20% lighter than an equivalent
metal tank. Over time, I developed a construction
method that results in a 2oz for a 7oz fuel tank that has
excellent integrity and inexpensive to make. Typical
fiberglass fuel tanks cost less than $3 in materials and
evenings to produce. I suspect that the carbon fiber
version will be lighter, but more expensive. Since the
weight of a fiberglass tank is on par or better than a
typical metal tank, I don’t see a reason for using
carbon fiber.
Steve has a detailed description of how to form his
fiberglass tanks and I’d be happy to email it to anyone
who’s interested.
Rick

As an added side effect, fiberglass tanks typically come out about 10-20%
lighter than an equivalent metal tank. Over time, I developed a construction
method that results in a 2oz for a 7oz fuel tank that has excellent integrity
and inexpensive to make.
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The foam would turn into some kind of goo and stick to everything! After an
hour of trying to get the last bits of foam out of the inside the tank, finally
had a shape. I closed the open with resin soaked fiberglass, let it cure and
then installed the tubing. The whole contraption looked ugly and there were air
bubbles in the fabric but I didn’t care about the ugly part: it would live inside a
fuselage and no one would ever see it.

Photos (left to right):
Fiberglass sleeve wrapped on Mandrel; finished tank; finished tank weigh in: 2.4oz; heat shrink tubing over the
fiberglass sleeve.
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DISTRICT
Reports
District 3
Bob Hudak
Writing the District III report during our first winter storm; we’re
expecting 19 inches in the next two days! So there are no reports of
any flying until Spring. I hope it comes early this year; like in midMarch would make me happy. I received a nice packet of pics from
Dave Heinzman of his progress on his build this Winter.
He has a Chizler that is nearing the final stages of the process. It
looks like he has it done with the paint and is ready to shoot it with
a clear coat. He says it will be powered by a Double Star .54 and
plans on campaigning it this year in Classic. His vacation is all set to
attend the NATS. Knowing Dave and his flying, the Chizler should
serve him well. Dave Felinczak, who is a good friend of mine from
Pennsylvania, sent a bunch of shots of his winter build. He has
been busy building a Vector 40 from a Brodak kit. Dave Is using a
Super Tigre .34 setup by Randy Smith. The all up target weight is 45
ounces. He’s sitting at 39.5 ounces in primer right now.
I’m sure he will meet or beat the target weight by the time it is
painted. I couldn’t fit all the pics in the District report so I cherry
picked the best of what he shared with us. Dave will have it at
Brodak’s this year to compete. I can’t wait to see it. Dave does
some top notch work and his planes are beautiful up close. Pictures
don’t do his quality work justice; you’ll have to see it yourself. The
last 2 years he was flying a Legacy 40 that knocked it out of the
park with its look!
I have some pics of fellow club members and their flying machines I
would like to share also. They are from the Fall flying season at the
Berea Fairgrounds. Also, the Toledo show is fast approaching. I plan
on attending. I hope to see you all there. I’ll be looking for some
new gear or airplanes and show you what I found. We shall see. Last
year, I visited the Brodak stand where he had the new Vector 40
and the new SV 11 ARF/ARC kits. Much lighter and a higher quality
build on the two.
Be safe, stay warm and send in those pictures of what your building
this Winter.
Bob

MORE PHOTOS ON NEXT PAGE

Photos (top to bottom):
Bare bones shot of Dave Felinczak’s Vector 40 stab and elevator;
Another shot of Dave’s; beautiful Chizler built by Dave Heinzman
26
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Photos (top to bottom):
Business end of Dave H. Chizler; Don Sopka with his Tutor; carbon
fiber veil applied to Dave Felinczak’s Vector 40; just look at the crisp
lines on
the graphics; Dave’s Vector primed and ready for the final
27
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1 with his Hawker Hurricane; Dave H’s Chizler
ready for paint.

DISTRICT
Reports
District 5
By T Michael Jennings
Builders, Pilots, and Crashers
Dennis Vander Kuur and I were sitting out an
extended rain squall at the Western Kentucky/
Southern Illinois Stunt Championship; Allen Brickhaus
Memorial in Paducah, KY. We knew each other only
by our first names. Somehow, the conversation
became; Are you a veteran? Yes. So am I. What
branch? Army. So am I. Were you in Vietnam? Yes.
So was I. When? 66-69. I was there in 67-68. Where?
Plieku. So was I.
Dennis was in Camp Holloway which was about 2-3
miles from our camp. Dennis was a Crew Chief/Door
Gunner on a Bell Huey chopper. I was a Combat
Engineer (ground pounder). To ground pounders,
crews on Huey Gunships are the bravest men that
walk on the earth. Fifty years later my opinion has
not changed. It is an honor to know Dennis.
Check your Stunt News September/October 2015.
Dennis made the cover. For a Control Line pilot,
that is sorta like being on the cover of THE ROLLING
STONES. The cover celebrated Dennis winning the
Advance NATS crown. Every Advance pilot cheered
because it promoted him to the Expert Class. Dennis
lives in Northbrook, IL. and flies with the Chicagoland
Circle Cutters. His flying and contest going buddy is
Mike Schmitt. Dennis, an advance builder, builds from
scratch with a kit thrown in every once in a while.

To ground pounders, crews on Huey
Gunships are the bravest ment that
walk on the Earth. Fifty years later
my opinion has not changed.
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In 2015, Dennis Vander Kuur flew into the Expert class at the
AMA NATS with this IMPACT. This photo was taken at the
2018 AMA NATS. (Michael Jennings photo)
Dennis flew the IMPACT to win the Advance NATS. He
has been flying the IMPACT for four years and it has
300-350 flights. He should have it well trimmed by
now. Weighing in at 61 ounces, it definitely is a great
flying model. He built the IMPACT from an Ultra Hobby
Products (UHP) kit made by the Moon brothers, out of
Texas.
As noted above, he flies in Expert and also flies his
Semi-Scale P-40B Warhawk in Profile. The P-40B
started as a Brodak ARC (Almost Ready to Cover) kit.
Covered it with an olive drab Monokote. The trim is
also Monocote. Dennis modified the kit by raising up
the wing center line by 0.625 inches. This was done to
improve the vertical CG (Center of Gravity). The P-40B
is powered by an OS Max 46 LA and has a 53-inch wing
span and has 560 square inch wing area.
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Continued on next page

Photos (left to right): Dennis Vander Kuur flies the Semi-Scale P-40B Warhawk in Profile. The P-40B has a WWII Chinese
camouflage paint scheme. (Michael Jennings photo). Capturing Dennis Vander Kuur flying the Albatros D.Va while
performing a Wing Over. This photograph took a quick finger and great timing. (Mike Schmitt photo)

Continued from page 28
Dennis’ latest build is an Albatros D.Va which he designed.
It is a bi-plane with 50-inch wing span powered by an OS
Max 46 LA. The total wing area is 742 square inches. It is
a light weight at a mighty 48 ounces. The Albatros has a
Monocote covering with Monocote trim.
The Albatros is a stable aircraft until the wind picks
up. Then it is a handful. He flew it at the Fellowship of
Christian Modelers meets in Profile at Detroit, MI, Aurora,
IL, and St. Louis, MO. He placed three 2nd and one 1st
place. (The Albatros D.V was an Imperial German Air
Service fighter aircraft during World War I. Manufactured
by Albatros-Fwgzeugwerke. You can see one flying at the
Old Rhinebeck Aerodrome in Rhinebeck, NY.)
As a retired lad, Dennis manages to squeeze in time for
grandkids, computers, cars, and taking photographs.
Dennis, thanks for your service to our country.

T Michael’s Testimonial:
Don’t imagine you can change a man; Unless he’s in
diapers.
Products:
Brodak Manufacturing and Distribution Company
Fellowship of Christian Modelers
OS (Max) Engines
Top Flite Monocote
Ultra Hobby Products
My contact information is on the THRUSTEES LISTING
page in the front of this Stunt News.
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DISTRICT
Reports
District 7
Vince Bodde
The building season is upon us and I’m sure you’ve all
got some sort of project under way. If any of you would
like to share what you’re doing with the rest of us
please send some pictures and let us know what you’re
doing. I also want to thank Bob Hudak for the pictures
he sent me from the Cleveland contest. They are very
nice and I used some of them in my last column.
My build has been moving slowly. Between work and
going to Colorado at Christmas I haven’t gotten much
done lately, but I’m currently working on the engine
crutch. Due to my lack of motivation I don’t have much
for this column, but John Paris has been staying pretty
busy. He sent me this email I’d like to share with you.
Thanks John. I appreciate you sending this to us.
Vince Bodde
boddeoutfitters@gmail.com
Hey Vince, Happy New Year.
Thought I would catch you up on some of the activities
since we were last together back in Cleveland at our
last contest for the year. As you are probably aware,
the first full weekend in October is dedicated to flying
Ringmasters around the world. This year I did not go
for flying in Korea on Saturday and the US on Sunday,

but enjoyed some time with the Chesaning Model
Aircraft Flying Club flying Ringmasters with fellow club
members. We had four pilots with three S-1s, one S-1
electric, one Super Ringmaster, one Jr. Ringmaster,
one Baby, one Beginner and one Beginner’s Bipe at the
field. Likewise, the group at Broome Park flew during
the week when the weather was nicer. My friend Mr.
Jang in Korea also passed along his flights for me to
report. I have some pictures of my little Rings and Mr.
Jang’s from Korea.
Speaking of Korea, business took me back there again
this Fall. I had set aside some time to spend with Mr.
Jang with the hopes of getting in some flying and
spending time together. The day that was set aside was
forecast to be nearly un-flyable, but we headed over
to the area in any case. After breakfast the rains let up
and the winds stayed low so we headed off to the flying
area.
Mr. Jang let me fly his e-Vector and his Strega. By the
time I got to the Strega, the wind had built up pretty
good so I only did a few maneuvers and then flew the
rest out in level flight and set the airplane back down in
one piece which made me happy. Did not have time to
rebuild any airplanes while I was there this time around.
I have sent along a picture of Mr. Jang getting ready to
Continued on next page

Photos (above and left to right): Hyper Viper; Broome NYD; Cox and H9 PT 19.
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Continued from page 30

Speaking of Korea, business took me
back there again this Fall. I had set
aside some time to spend with Mr. Jang
with the hopes of getting in some flying
and spending time together.
launch for me that morning.
I have been working on a Wes Dick Velvet 3 and
relearning a bit about building. Most of the projects
I have worked on in recent years have not been too
complex, so this has been a good opportunity for me
to rebuild and refresh some of my dormant building
skills. This is a lost foam style build which is a first
for me. I am also trying a formed fuselage from Jeff
Traxler that has been shown to be quite stiff with two
layers of 1/16” balsa running at different grain angles
that are glued together while being wrapped in a form.
The sample that Jeff provided for reference was
made with two layers of 1/32” balsa and probably
would be a good version for an electric. This time
around I am going to try my first piped engine, so I
opted for something a little more vibration absorbing.
Attached you should find a picture of the wing with the
bifurcating flaps.
I needed a small break after getting the wing fully
framed up and wanted to do something quick
so I could say that I accomplished something to
completion over the Christmas break. A few weeks
back while at the Northville swap meet I came across
one of the Hangar 9 PT-19s that was unassembled in
the box for a reasonable price so I took it home. My
initial thought was that it would be nice to have a
demonstration airplane that looked like a real airplane
to fly on occasion at the RC field to drum up a little
interest.
This is probably how it will be used, but I am also
excited to see just how good it flies. Dan Banjock
and Mike Palko have put on some pretty good
demonstrations at Brodak with theirs. I was a little

disappointed to see that most of engines I had
considered for use were a little too wide to fit the
mounting system for this airplane without a little
modification. In the end, I borrowed my daughter
Grace’s EVO 36 which was a drop in for that airplane.
It finished up at 45 ozs ready to fly with the provided 3
blade prop. I will wait on better weather for those first
flights. Thought it looked cute with it’s Cox cousin on
the bench.
Speaking of Cox, there has been some chatter on
Stunt Hanger’s 1/2a section regarding a 1/2a stunt
contest this year at the event. Of course, my mind
goes straight to “What can I build for that event?”,
but I think I have my hands full with the Velvet on the
board now and an Original Nobler to follow.
As I looked around at what I had that I could possible
use for the event I saw my old Hyper Viper hanging
there and remembered that it did not fly too bad when
a good engine was up front. I took a little time to clean
it up and make some minor repairs and the attached
picture is the result. Not sure if this is what I will use
or if I will even fly that event, but it is ready just in case
and does not take up a lot of space.
New Year’s Day brought a few people out to Broome
to fly. We have not had much in the way of real cold
weather or much snow. We had rain the day before
so we could not access the grass circles, but we made
the best of things on the parking lot. Rich Popchuk,
Jay Williams, Ed Culber, Chris Ligi and I all flew some
flights and then headed over to the Chinese Buffet
for our traditional meal. The day was pretty gray, but
I took a picture of some of the guys standing around
while Jay flew. All airplanes made it home in one piece
despite some close calls.
Chris even flew an older Skyray 35 with a Fox 35
for power that used to hang in my basement. Still
looks good. Mr. Jang flew on NYD as well and I have
included a shot of him with his fleet for the day. Sure
looks like he had better weather than we did.
Hopefully you find some of this useful for your column
at some point. Things are not dead in District VII.
Balsa dust and CA……..
John
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Photos (top to bottom):

John flying in Korea (2018); Little rings; PT-19 pieces.
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DISTRICT
Reports
District 9
Jim Lee
This time of year is shop time for this area. Cold and
snow are not good flying weather.
A quick note from Chris Brainard in Colorado says that
they have been busy with non- modeling things, like
quadruple bypass. Chris says he is recovering nicely
and hopes to get back to flying this Summer.
In the meantime, he is upgrading his shop and trying
to think about retirement.
And Jared Hays sent this note:
The Omaha Orbiting Eagles had their annual Strategic
Air Command and Space Museum control line show
and demonstration last month. The weather was
frigid cold, but there was a good turnout.
Gary Hays is finally applying color to his fresh rebuild
of a stunt ship that Jared Hays broke the original wing
on during a hard landing. Originally, the plane had a
Dick Byron foam wing from a plane named Vergo. The
Vergo ship was damaged in a crash years ago, but the
wing survived. Gary ended up with it and decided to
use it in a test bed fuselage he designed to fit his first
ST 60 back in the early 80’s. The plane flew so well
he then decided to build his now YouTube famous
blue and white Stiletto 770 using the nose and tail
moments from this hybrid plane.
After Jared crash landed it the wing was broke but
the fuselage was still in good shape. Gary decided
to repurpose it with a Strega wing. He also decided
to refinish the fuselage and add a Stiletto turtle deck
and iconic rudder look to it, as before, being it was an
experiment. It was plane-jane barebones and didn’t
even have a canopy on it. So the name Gary and
Jared decided to use for it beings it’s half Strega, half
Stiletto is, Stilegra. Gary is finishing it to resemble the
Black and White Stiletto that Les McDonald is seen
flying in the film Wired for Excitement, and is planning
on having it ready to fly this Spring.
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Jared Hays meanwhile has acquired the late Allen
Brickhaus’ Savoy stunt ship featured in Model
Aviation back in December of ‘96 and has been flying
it some getting used to a tuned pipe setup. Jared also
acquired another iconic stunt ship originally designed
by Ted Fancher in 1988. The Temptation. It was Ted’s
new tuned pipe plane that he intended on competing
against the likes of Paul Walker, Jim Casale, Windy
Urtnnowski and company at the ‘88 NATS.
Unfortunately, it was lost in a practice flight for the
NATS. Fortunately, Paul Pomposo of California built
a replica ship back in 2000, after nearly finishing the
model he sold it to the late Jason Pearson in Illinois.
Jason’s wife held onto it for several years after Jason’s
death until she sold it to Jared. The plane still needs
a coat of clear as Jason added some highly detailed
ink lines and nice personal touches for himself. Jared
plans to leave it this way to honor his friend Jason.
Jared plans to also have this plane ready to go this
Spring and fly it in some N-30 events if he feels
comfortable with it. It is also powered by the same
setup as in the Savoy, an OS 40VF with a Randy Smith
tuned pipe and CF prop. Jared promises his hard
landing days are over and will not be breaking any
more wings.
And I am in the last stages of paint on a new plane
myself!! I can’t believe that I flew the Gee Bee for five
seasons. Hopefully, it will be ready for the Polk City
contest this Spring. Sounds like Jared and I will both
be competing with new planes.
See you at the flying field.
Jim
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Photos (top to bottom):
Hyper Viper; Mr. Jang flying in
Korea; Mr. Jang and Ring
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MEMBERSHIP

Form

NEW MEMBER
RENEWAL
ADDRESS CHANGE:

Name:								
Age:
Mailing Address:
City, State, Zip +4 (or Postal Code):
Telephone:				Email
Address:
Comp. Member: (Check One:)

HOF

Other

AMA No.

Date:

Annual Dues Options: (Please Check One:)
Basic Member ($28)			 US Member ($53)
Internet Access Only			Bulk Mail
Canada/Mexico First Class Mail ($63)

International First Class Mail ($88)

Check
M.O.
Cash

Membership Card (Goes to Junior World Champs Team Fund ($2)
Additional Donation for Junior World Champs Team Fund
(Please fill in amount):
Signature: 						Referred By:
Mail to: PAMPA Membership 8551 Markdale Drive, St. Louis MO 63114
GENERAL:
PAMPA Membership Renewal Instructions
1. All Renewal / New membership
applications received in February and
March of the current membership year
will be considered new and renewal
memberships for the following year.
2. Dues structure will be as noted on the
Membership Form.
3. If you are a ‘comp’ member (AMA
Contest Board, HOF, etc.) please fill out
and return the form, with the
appropriate box checked. This is just to
keep our records and mailing lists 		
current!
4. Seasonal address changes (snowbirds/
rainbirds) must notify the Membership
Chairman of changes and dates; 		
there are no automatic transfers of
mailing addresses. (Both your 		
addresses will be kept on file; you just
need to let us know which one and 		
when. It’s up to you to be timely!)
5. Membership cards are optional, and are
available for $2 each. Funds go toward
the expenses for the Junior World Team
member. Additional donations are 		
appreciated.

RENEWALS:
1. For renewals to be considered timely,
they must be postmarked by March
31st.
2. Renewals after April 1st, of the 		
membership year will be considered as
late renewals.
3. Late renewals will NOT get back issues
mailed to them; they are available online or by purchase.
4. Renewals for the current year, after
January 1st, will get full credit for next
year’s membership. They will not get
back issues.
5. If you have already renewed for the
new year (or more!), please DO NOT
renew again, unless you have some
changes in your membership
information. (address, phone number,
email address, etc.)

2. Email your scanned renewal form, to
pampamembership@geartekinc.com
Your first issue of Stunt News will arrive
with the next issue.
3. All members have full access to the 		
website and all online back issues.
These can be read or downloaded to
your computer. You can file them, burn
CDs or print them from the files.
4. If you were recruited by an existing
member, be sure to put their name
in the “Referred by” space. If you 		
recruited a new member, be sure they
enter your name. Each member who
recruits a new member will receive a
credit toward their 2018 membership,
$10 for the first and $5 for more for 		
each of the second, third and fourth
($25 maximum).

To renew your PAMPA membership in
short order, fill out the application blank
with all your pertinent information, then
do the following:
1. Fill out the application and mail it 		
with a check, cash or your credit card
information.

Steve Smith
PAMPA Membership
Phone: (314) 393-1368
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8551 Markdale Drive
St. Louis MO 63114
pampamembership@gmail.com

